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Abstract

Background: Women are less successful than men in renewing R01 grants from the National Institutes of Health. Continuing to probe text mining as a tool to identify gender bias in peer review, we used algorithmic text mining and qualitative analysis to examine a sample of critiques from men’s and women’s R01 renewal applications previously analyzed by counting and comparing word categories.

Methods: We analyzed 241 critiques from 79 Summary Statements for 51 R01 renewals awarded to 45 investigators (64% male, 89% white, 80% PhD) at the University of Wisconsin-Madison between 2010 and 2014. We used latent Dirichlet allocation to discover evaluative “topics” (i.e., words that co-occur with high probability). We then qualitatively examined the context in which evaluative words occurred for male and female investigators. We also examined sex differences in assigned scores controlling for investigator productivity.

Results: Text analysis results showed that male investigators were described as “leaders” and “pioneers” in their “fields,” with “highly innovative” and “highly significant research.” By comparison, female investigators were characterized as having “expertise” and working in “excellent” environments. Applications from men received significantly better priority, approach, and significance scores, which could not be accounted for by differences in productivity.

Conclusions: Results confirm our previous analyses suggesting that gender stereotypes operate in R01 grant peer review. Reviewers may more easily view male than female investigators as scientific leaders with significant and innovative research, and score their applications more competitively. Such implicit bias may contribute to sex differences in award rates for R01 renewals.
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Introduction

Advancing women to institutional leadership in academic medicine is important because diversity drives innovation and productivity,1–4 and because female leaders are more likely to promote research on women’s health.5–10 Despite the clear benefits of female leaders, women remain disproportionately underrepresented in leadership positions across medical specialties, even among those such as obstetrics and gynecology that attract higher numbers of women than men in early career stages.11–18 Reflecting this, a 2014 report on the state of women in academic medicine by the
Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) shows that women make up just 21% of associate professors, 34% of full professors, 15% of department chairs, and 16% of academic deans in academic medicine, even though women have been near parity with men as medical students for the past 20 years (45.9%–49.7%). Jurist, 2014. Multiple reports show that higher attrition and lower promotion rates for women than men perpetuate the gender/leadership gap.

Career persistence and advancement in academic medicine, particularly to leadership, is predicated on obtaining funding for research, and the National Institutes of Health’s (NIHs) R01 grant is the “gold standard” for research awards. Brotman, 2020. R01s provide 3–5 years of funding and can be renewed. Since 1998, the NIH has reported lower funding success rates for renewal applications of R01 (or equivalent) awards for female than male principal investigators (PIs). A study by Pohlhaus et al. on NIH award outcomes confirmed significantly lower funding success rates for women than men who submitted R01 renewals. NIH leadership acknowledges that unconscious bias may operate in the peer review process. For example, Collins (NIH Director) and Tabak (Deputy Director) suggest that the “Matthew effect”—a combination of accumulated advantage and status that disproportionately propels elite scientists toward success—could explain gaps in NIH award rates. Other studies by Barnes et al. on the nomination, evaluation, and selection processes for high status NIH awards, such as the Director’s Pioneer Award and the Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSAs), make a strong theoretical case that female applicants may be disadvantaged in NIH peer review from bias due to gender stereotypes that may implicitly impact the judgment of reviewers. Science has engaged in stereotype-based bias to qualitatively analyze their meaning. The purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which contextually meaningful evaluative differences in critiques of male and female investigators’ applications exist, and whether linguistic patterns would differ in ways that suggest gender bias may operate in NIH peer review process for R01 renewals. We also analyzed scores assigned to male and female investigators’ renewal applications for significant differences in models that controlled for productivity (i.e., impact factors for publications, and numbers of prior NIH awards).

### Data analysis

#### Data

All aspects of this research were approved by the University of Wisconsin-Madison Institutional Review Board (IRB). The data used in this study are a subset of NIH Summary Statements (i.e., files that contain reviewers’ critiques) previously collected by Kaatz et al. Using NIH publicly accessible database, Research Portfolio Online Reporting Tools (i.e., project “RePORTER”), Kaatz et al. identified PIs at the University of Wisconsin-Madison with R01 awards funded on the initial submission or after revision between 2010 and 2014. Of the 278 PIs identified, 132 (47%) donated their Summary Statements. NIH only provides information about funded applications, so Kaatz et al. could not request Summary Statements from terminally unfunded applications or assess success rates. From this data set, we extracted Summary Statements from R01 renewal (Type 2) applications (49 PIs). We excluded four PIs’ data from analysis because their Summary Statements were dated before the NIH altered its peer review process (i.e., in 2009–2010) or had incomplete information. Of the remaining 45 PIs, 64% were men (N = 29/45), 89% were white (N = 40/45), 80% held PhDs (N = 36/45), and 91% were “experienced” investigators (N = 41/45), meaning they had previously obtained an R01 or equivalent award at the time of application (Table 1). The participating PIs represented 23 different departments; 61% were in the School of Medicine and Public Health (SMPH; N = 28/46), and 22% were in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS; N = 10/46). We found no significant differences in the distribution of participants (P) who donated their Summary Statements and nonparticipants (NP) who did not by sex (P, male: 63%, N = 29/46; NP, male: 76%, N = 45/59) or by race (P, white: 87%, N = 40/46 and NP, white: 86%, N = 51/59).

Our final analytic sample included 79 Summary Statements from 51 R01 awards from these 45 PIs. Approximately one-quarter of grants (N = 14/51; 27%) were for clinical research. Twenty-four of the 51 grants (47%) were funded as resubmissions. For these R01s, we had 28 Summary Statements from the initially unfunded submission, and 24 Summary Statements from the subsequent funded submission. The remaining 27 Summary Statements in our sample derived from R01s funded on the first submission (N = 27/51, 53%). Our sample had a total of 241 critiques (85 from unfunded, 156 from funded application Summary Statements). Generally, each Summary Statement contained three to five sets of reviewers’ critiques regarding the “strengths” and “weaknesses” of the proposed critiques.
Background characteristics, n (%)  

White 26 (90) 14 (88)  
PhD 20 (69) 16 (100)  
Experienced PIa 29 (100) 15 (94)  

aA principal investigator (PI) submitting an NIH R01 application is considered experienced if they have received a prior R01 or equivalent major award.

work’s overall impact, significance, investigator(s), innovation, approach, and environment; Summary Statements also included an impact/priority score and scores for each of the other criteria (Table 2).47,48 Summary Statements were de-identified using R software.49

We extracted scores from Summary Statements and entered them into a database of applicant and application information. Kaatz et al. previously identified each PI sex, experience level, and training background.96,97 For this study, we added productivity information, regarding PIs’ previous NIH awards, and their publication impact. We obtained data on previous NIH awards by searching NIH RePORTER database for each PI.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Background Characteristics of Participating Male and Female PIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background characteristics, n (%)</th>
<th>Male PIs, N=29</th>
<th>Female PIs, N=16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>26 (90)</td>
<td>14 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>20 (69)</td>
<td>16 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced PIa</td>
<td>29 (100)</td>
<td>15 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29 (100)</td>
<td>15 (94)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of topics generated by LDA can be specified by the user. Topics reflect words with the highest probability of co-occurrence in a collection of documents. Each topic reveals a different theme. It is standard practice for researchers to select a subset of topics relevant to their research question.55 Using a modified Delphi procedure,56–59 we asked a panel of seven peer review experts to evaluate the interpretability of the 26 topics and came to a consensus that one topic was representative of reviewers’ evaluative commentary in critiques (i.e., it contained adjectives characterizing the qualifications of PIs and quality of the proposed research); we labeled this topic “sentiment.” The remaining 25 topics were about specific areas of research (e.g., dysphagia, molecular biology) and were deemed irrelevant to our research question.

To interpret the meaning of words in our sentiment topic, particularly when they co-occur, we first combined the top 30 words from the sentiment topic into two sources: from Thomson Reuters Web of Science50 we retrieved the h-index (a widely used metric based on the number of highly cited articles and the number of citations for each highly cited article, where a higher score indicates higher productivity/impact), and from NIH public-access iCite website (https://icite.od.nih.gov/), we retrieved NIH Relative Citation Ratio (RCR; a measure of the number of articles, and citations for articles, adjusted for field norms, for publications indexed in PubMed, where a higher score means higher productivity/impact).51

Text analysis

Quantitative method—LDA to identify evaluative topics in critiques. Using the R open source statistical software program,49 we separated each Summary Statement file into two documents, one containing the combined strengths sections and the other containing the combined weaknesses sections from all critiques because the same words may contextually vary based on the assumed positivity and negativity of these sections. For topic modeling with LDA, we used the R package “mallet” that implements the Machine Learning for Language Toolkit (MALLET).52,53 Before submitting documents in our corpus to LDA, we removed uninformative words called “stop words” using a predefined list, provided in MALLET, of common English adverbs, conjunctions, pronouns, and prepositions. Multiple LDA models were fit, using a range of 2 to 40 topics. We used 1 million sampling iterations for model convergence. We chose the optimal model with 26 topics, using the maximization of the harmonic mean of the model log likelihoods as our model selection criterion.54

Table 2. Average Scores (and Standard Deviations) for Male and Female PIs’ Unfunded and Funded R01 Type 2 Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N = applications and critiques)</th>
<th>Male PIs</th>
<th>Female PIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unfunded (N=13/39)</td>
<td>Funded (N=32/95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority score</td>
<td>33.85 (8.37)</td>
<td>18.84 (6.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach score</td>
<td>3.05 (1.26)</td>
<td>2.18 (1.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance score</td>
<td>2.26 (1.04)</td>
<td>1.75 (0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation score</td>
<td>2.54 (1.33)</td>
<td>1.82 (0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigators score</td>
<td>1.44 (0.68)</td>
<td>1.22 (0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment score</td>
<td>1.26 (0.50)</td>
<td>1.29 (0.48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and “tm” for working with character-classed variables (i.e., language) and for text extraction, and the package “openxlsx” for formatting and exporting context windows for analysis.

We implemented a word intrusion test developed by Chang et al. to evaluate the semantic cohesiveness of our sentiment topic. The premise of this method is to see if an outside observer can detect an outlying word in a list of otherwise cohesive words. Within our topic, the top 25 words with the highest probability of co-occurrence were randomly ordered to form five sets of five words each. We then randomly selected an intruder word candidate from each of the remaining 25 topics, for a total of 25 intruder words. These words were randomly inserted into the sets of nonintruder words so that each set contained five nonintruder words and one intruder word. Each of the 15 judges reviewed five such sets and attempted to identify the intruder word in each set.

Qualitative method—thematic analysis. We imported all context windows for our sentiment topic into the NVivo (version 11) Software program for qualitative analysis. To inductively develop cohesive themes, four authors (W.M., A.K., A.F., M.C.) first read through a sample of context windows and generated initial codes through discussion and consensus. Using these codes, two of the authors (A.K., A.F.), blinded to applicant gender and application funding, then coded the remaining context windows. On a randomly drawn subset of 20 context windows, the coders had 95%–99% agreement in code assignment (kappa = 0.96). In an iterative “constant comparison” process, the initial codes assigned to all context windows were collapsed into conceptually congruent themes. The coders then explored thematic patterns for male and female PIs’ unfunded and funded applications.

Analysis of scores and productivity data

To test for differences in scores assigned to male and female PIs’ applications, we transformed all scores to a logarithmic scale, because they were skewed, and submitted them as dependent variables for ordinary least squares linear regression with PI sex (M vs. F) as a predictor variable. Models used standard errors clustered at the applicant level, and adjusted for experience level (new vs. experienced investigator); application funding outcome (unfunded vs. funded); h-index; RCR; and eight types of NIH awards (detailed above under the “Data” section). Because PI age could bias productivity information, for each PI, we subtracted the year of
his or her first NIH award from the year (i.e., 2010–2014) of his or her award in our database. Based on this measure, we found no significant difference in the number of years male and female PIs had engaged in NIH funded research ($M = 14.2$ vs. $F = 12.78$).

**Results**

**Applicant sex differences in scores**

Regression models showed that female PIs’ R01 renewal applications were assigned significantly worse (i.e., higher) priority ($b = 0.28$, SE = 0.11), approach ($b = 0.23$, SE = 10), and significance scores ($b = 0.22$, SE = 0.10; $p < 0.05$) even after controlling for experience level, application funding outcome, and productivity measures (Fig. 1).

**Latent Dirichlet allocation**

The sentiment topic was rated as semantically coherent as indicated by results from the topic intrusion test showing an acceptable accuracy of 85.3%. For female PIs, co-occurring terms such as “excellent” + “work,” “environment” + “excellent,” and “expertise” + “research” had high chi-square ranks, while terms such as “highly” + “proposal,” “field” + “PI,” and “highly” + “innovative” were ranked highly for male PIs (Table 3).

**Qualitative thematic analysis**

Thematic analysis of context windows generated 308 initial codes, which were ultimately collapsed into three themes—evaluative remarks about the (1) qualifications of the PI, (2) quality of the proposed work, and (3) quality of the research environment. Exploration of themes showed unique linguistic patterns for critiques of male and female PIs’ unfunded and funded applications (Table 4).

**Theme one—evaluative remarks about the qualifications of the PI.** Exploration of the co-occurring words, “field” and “PI,” with high chi-square rankings for male investigators revealed that reviewers generally characterized male “PIs” as “well-regarded,” “respected,” “leaders” and “pioneers” in their “fields.” These descriptors appeared more often in critiques of funded than unfunded applications. The following illustrative quotes are from critiques of different male PIs’ applications:

**Male PIs:**

“The PI is a leader in the field with a strong record of research […]”

“The applicant is an internationally recognized leader in this field.”

“The PI is a recognized leader in the field.”

 “[The PI] is internationally known as the pioneer of […] who is still extending the envelope of research.”

 “[The PI] is a respected, productive investigator who is qualified to oversee the proposed research program.”

By comparison, exploration of words with high chi-square rankings, such as “expertise,” and standout adjectives, such as “excellent” and “outstanding” for female PIs, revealed that reviewers generally characterized female PIs as having “expertise” in critiques of both their unfunded and funded applications. Reviewers also sometimes characterized them as “outstanding,” “excellent,” and “exceptional,” especially in critiques of funded applications. Illustrating these patterns are quotes from critiques of different female PIs’ applications:
Female PIs:

“The [...] expertise of the PI is excellent.”
“The PI [...] has the extensive expertise in [...]”
“Expertise of the PI is excellent.”
“ [...] PI, is an outstanding investigator who has contributed numerous seminal papers on [...]”
“The PI is exceptionally strong and the environment outstanding.”
“[The] PI, is an outstanding investigator [...]”

Theme two—evaluative remarks about the quality of the proposed research. This theme contained two subcategories: (1) innovation, significance, and impact of the proposed research and (2) weaknesses and reviewers’ concerns about the proposed approach (e.g., concerns about methods, sample, analysis, or design). In these subcategories, many of the top words in our sentiment topic (e.g., “innovative,” “approach,” “significance,” “proposal,” and “studies”) were used to describe both highly positive and negative aspects of proposals. Different patterns within these subcategories surfaced for male and female PIs.

Reflecting the high chi-square rankings of words such as “highly,” “innovative,” and “proposal” for male PIs, these descriptors appeared to abundantly co-occur in critiques of male PIs’ applications, particularly when they were funded. These words appeared to be less likely to co-occur for female PIs. The following quotes illustrate this semantic pattern observed for male PIs:

Male PIs:

“This is a highly significant proposal that addresses an exciting [...] that has not been as well evaluated.”
“The use of [...] is highly innovative.”
“ [...] offer a highly significant arena for developing methods for [...]”
“The application is clearly written, compelling and draws on several highly innovative advancements to accomplish the work.”

For the second subtheme—weaknesses and concerns about the approach—reviewers used many sentiment topic words, such as “potential,” “studies,” “innovative,” “significant,” and “impact,” in a negative context. This observation illustrated the importance of examining the context in which words are used because such descriptors on their own would likely be interpreted as positive. Within this subcategory, we identified different patterns for male and female PIs. We observed that reviewers offered male PIs criticism about their proposals almost reluctantly, as a concession, usually after first describing

Table 4. Themes in Critiques of RO1 Renewal Applications and Subtle Variations for Male and Female PIs’ Applications and Unfunded and Funded Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Variation in themes</th>
<th>Applicant sex</th>
<th>Application funding outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Qualifications of the PI</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Reviewers described male PIs as “leaders” and “pioneers” in their fields.</td>
<td>Appeared to occur more in critiques of funded applications.</td>
<td>Appeared to occur similarly in critiques of unfunded and funded applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewers described female PIs as having “expertise” in their fields.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewers described female PIs as “outstanding,” “excellent,” and “exceptional.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Quality of the Proposed Work</td>
<td>Innovation, significance, and impact of the proposed work.</td>
<td>Reviewers described male PIs’ research as “highly significant,” “highly innovative,” and “high impact.”</td>
<td>Appeared to occur more in critiques of funded applications.</td>
<td>Appearance to occur similarly in critiques of unfunded and funded applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weaknesses and reviewers’ concerns about the approach.</td>
<td>Reviewers described problems with male PIs’ applications, but balanced criticism with praise.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewers described male PIs’ research as “overambitious” or “risk,” but balanced these concerns with assurance of PIs’ competence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewers described female PIs’ research as having only minor or negligible weaknesses.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Quality of the Research Environment</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Reviewers described female PIs’ laboratories, programs, and environments as “strong,” “outstanding,” and “excellent.”</td>
<td>Appeared to occur more in critiques of funded applications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Female PIs:

“This [...] expertise of the PI is excellent.”
“The PI [...] has the extensive expertise in [...]”
“Expertise of the PI is excellent.”
“ [...] PI, is an outstanding investigator who has contributed numerous seminal papers on [...]”
“The PI is exceptionally strong and the environment outstanding.”
“[The] PI, is an outstanding investigator [...]”
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positive facets about the proposed work’s “innovation” or “significance.” In this concessional sentence structure, top ranked words for male PIs, such as “studies,” “innovative,” “significant,” and “highly,” were used by reviewers to temper the impact of critical remarks. This semantic trend occurred in critiques of both unfunded and funded applications for male PIs (as illustrated by examples from different male PIs’ application critiques below), but appeared to rarely surface for female PIs.

Male PIs:

“This is a potentially powerful component of the proposed studies, but the narrative was not developed beyond a basic description of the procedure.”

“Highly innovative, but there are no preliminary data for [...]”

Only in critiques for male PIs (unfunded and funded applications) did reviewers comment about the proposed work being “overambitious” or “risky,” and these remarks were always tempered by assurance of the PIs’ competence. Two quotes from critiques of different male PIs’ applications illustrate this semantic pattern:

Male PIs:

“Overly ambitious and elaborate proposal, however investigator has excellent track record in executing and completing his proposed work.”

“ [...] is more risky, but PI has demonstrated work with [...] already.”

By comparison, concerns and criticism in both unfunded and funded application critiques of female PIs’ applications were generally more mild in tone (e.g., “this is a minor concern”), and included top ranked words for female PIs, such as “work” and “strong.” These two quotes from critiques of different female PIs’ applications illustrate this finding:

Female PIs:

“A negligible weakness is that the [...] is not explained; it would help to [...] A related negligible weakness is that the [...] group has already done significant work in characterizing the [...]”

“Overall these minor weaknesses did not lower my enthusiasm for this very strong application.”

Theme three—evaluative remarks about the quality of the research environment. This theme dominated female PIs’ critiques of funded applications, but appeared less likely to occur for male PIs. In critiques of female PIs’ applications, top chi-square ranked words, such as “environment,” “strong,” “outstanding,” “excellent,” “proposed,” “studies,” “research,” were used to describe aspects of the research environment. Illustrating this trend are several illustrative remarks from different female PIs’ applications:

“[...] is an outstanding environment for conducting the proposed experiments.”

Discussion

In this mixed methods study, we demonstrated that latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA, “topic modeling”) may be useful for analyzing scientific peer reviewers’ remarks especially when combined with qualitative thematic analysis. We found different thematic patterns of evaluative remarks in reviewers’ critiques of male and female PIs’ unfunded and funded applications. We also found that female PIs’ applications were assigned significantly worse (i.e., higher) significance, approach, and overall priority scores (Fig. 1). Importantly, productivity/impact measures (i.e., h-index, RCR, and NIH awards), which we used as a proxy for the quality of PIs’ research, did not account for disparities in male and female PIs’ application scores. This suggests that some other factors may have influenced reviewers’ decision-making.

A large body of experimental and observational research spanning the past 40 years shows that gender stereotypes can influence reviewers to differentially evaluate men’s and women’s work and their qualifications in male-typed fields, such as science.

Our results strongly align with this work. Specifically, stereotypes that men are agentic (e.g., leaders, logical, independent) and women are communal (e.g., supportive, sensitive, dependent) influence reviewers to assume men have high competence, will be more likely to succeed, and are a better “fit” for male-typed jobs and roles (e.g., as scientists) that are assumed to require agentic skills and traits. As R01 renewals are high status awards in a male-typed field and have criteria that align with performance expectations for men and leaders [i.e., applicants are expected to have “an ongoing record of accomplishments that have advanced their field(s)"], we posit that gender bias may have impacted NIH reviewers’ judgment and could explain our results in several ways:

First, gender bias can lead reviewers to more easily perceive men as “leaders” and assign greater value to men’s than women’s credentials (even when credentials are similar). This may explain why, in our study, reviewers appeared to more easily perceive male PIs as “pioneers” and “leaders in the field.” Although reviewers characterized female PIs as having “expertise,” such descriptors have less positive valence as they are more frequently used to describe the value of consultants, collaborators, or contributors—roles that more closely align with stereotypes about women (e.g., women are “communal,” “helpful,” “cooperative”). Moreover, someone with expertise may know a lot about a subject, but a respected leader is regarded as a strong contributor and driver of change—a very agentic role that is congruent with stereotypes about men. Although subtle, if gender bias leads reviewers to differently interpret male and female PIs’ qualifications and accomplishments, as our study suggests, it could translate to penalized scoring and funding outcomes for female applicants because PIs of R01 renewals are expected to be scientific leaders. This would explain worse (i.e., higher) priority, approach, and significance scores assigned to female than male PIs’ applications with similar productivity.

Second, such bias can lead reviewers to perceive the same work as more valuable when thought to be performed by a man. This may explain why reviewers in our study appeared to more easily view research proposed by male PIs as “highly significant,” “highly innovative,” and “high impact.” Because significance, innovation, and impact are important criteria for determining scores and funding outcomes, female applicants could face disadvantages if gender bias leads reviewers to more easily view research proposed by male PIs as higher in value for NIH.
Third, gender bias can lead reviewers to be more willing to provide constructive critical feedback to men than women, which has been shown to bolster career development and success.\textsuperscript{82} This may explain why reviewers in our study appeared to provide male PIs criticism accompanied by positive remarks—such as a style of feedback is more often used for members of positively stereotyped groups to help improve future performance.\textsuperscript{82} Moreover, Correl and Simard found that women are more likely to receive vague instead of constructive feedback.\textsuperscript{83} If this occurs in NIH peer review, as our results suggest, female applicants would be less likely to benefit from peer reviewers' expertise, which would disadvantage them, particularly if their proposals were unfunded and required revision.

Several other studies on gender bias in evaluation processes may help explain our observation that some women and their research were described as "outstanding" and "exceptional." For example, experiments show that assumptions that women are less competent than men can lead reviewers to hold female applicants to higher ability standards to confirm their competence.\textsuperscript{68,72,84} Thus, words such as outstanding and exceptional used to describe women and their work may be evidence of reviewers requiring higher quality work and stronger track records of past performance for female than male PIs. Other studies show that when pro-male gender bias operates in a review process, it can lead to men’s advantage on the criteria that matter most (e.g., numerical rankings) for obtaining a tangible reward (e.g., a job, promotion, funding), which is compensated for by advantaging women on criteria that matter least (e.g., written commentary).\textsuperscript{32,68,77,85–87} Importantly, results from our previous studies found that more critiques of female PI applications for R01 renewals contained standout adjectives (e.g., outstanding, excellent) despite assignment of worse or similar priority, approach, and significance scores,\textsuperscript{36,37} which are tightly linked to funding outcomes at NIH. Taken together, these and our current findings suggest that the latter interpretation (pro-male bias in consequential numerical rankings compensated for by pro-female bias in less consequential commentary) may be most likely. Future experiments are needed to establish causal reasons for the greater occurrence of standout adjectives in critiques of female PI R01 renewal applications.

Our final finding that female PI research environments were characterized as "outstanding" and "exceptional," predominately when their applications were funded, adds to literature regarding the relationship between institutional, departmental, and laboratory climate; and women’s career persistence and advancement in academic medicine. This body of work links poor climate to attrition from research careers.\textsuperscript{1} Findings from our study suggest that women who successfully persist in research may be in better environments or that reviewers are likely to assume there is a strong environment if women are successful. Alternatively, environments may be positively impacted when women persist in research careers. Future studies are needed to more concretely examine the direction of the relationship between the climate of the environment in which research is conducted and women’s persistence and success in research careers.

Implications and future directions

This study shows scoring disparities and complex linguistic differences in critiques of male and female PIs’ R01 renewal applications. Such differences may be consequential to funding outcomes. If women systematically earn worse scores on their R01 renewals, as we found in our study, this might explain why they have lower R01 renewal success rates, nationally. Our study builds on previous studies by Carnes et al. on other high status NIH awards, such as the Director’s Pioneer Award and the Clinical Translational Science Award, which suggest that NIH review criteria and male-typed descriptors may inadvertently favor men.\textsuperscript{26,57} If future work identifies gender bias as a factor for female PIs’ lower funding success rates for R01 renewals and other high status NIH awards, interventions that approach bias as a changeable habit may be helpful for NIH reviewers, as they have proven to be effective at reducing stereotype-based bias for faculty in science fields.\textsuperscript{86} If text analysis proves useful as a flag for bias in peer review, it has the potential to be of use to funding agencies and policy makers interested in leveraging the substantial untapped information available in written critiques both to test for bias in peer review and to test the impact of bias reduction interventions. It may also prove useful to funding agencies to better inform themselves and applicants about reasons for scoring and funding decisions.

Limitations

This study has limitations. We examined data from a single site, and a single NIH award type, so results may not generalize to the population of investigators who obtained R01 renewals between 2010 and 2014 and those who had other types of awards. Due to the small sample size (and consequential identifiability) of underrepresented racial/ethnic minorities in our sample, our analyses only targeted applicant sex. LDA does not consider the context in which words are used, but we overcame this limitation by using thematic analysis. We did not have access to terminally unfunded applications (i.e., applications that were unfunded and never revised) since all initially unfunded applications in our sample were funded in subsequent resubmissions. Because of this we could not estimate funding success rates or test for differences in funding success rates. We did not have access to raw numbers of male and female PIs’ publications; instead, we used h-index and RCR scores, and raw numbers of NIH awards as surrogate estimates for productivity/impact. Consequently, we could not assess the extent to which raw numbers of publications differed for male and female PIs in our sample, and whether this might explain scoring differences. There is research showing that men publish more than women, which may be a consequence of differences in resources or differential impact of work/life balance and family responsibilities.\textsuperscript{24,80–99} However, this publishing gap disappears when controlling for career stage/rank,\textsuperscript{100} and almost all PIs in our sample (98%, N = 44/45) were experienced investigators (Table 2) and had held NIH funding for similar lengths of time (M = 14.2 vs. F = 12.78).

Conclusion

Combining data-driven algorithmic text mining methods with qualitative thematic analysis allowed us to detect different patterns of evaluative feedback in critiques of male and female PI R01 renewal applications. Results suggest that subtle implicit gender bias may be operating in peer review.
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